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Figure S1. Characterization of Hybrid Strain
(A) Comparison of crossing over for two intervals on chromosome III measured in map distances for the BR1919-8B diploid strain and for a diploid resulting from mating BR1919-8Ba to YJM789. Map distances are significantly different (difference in map distances were greater than twice the SE) for the LEU2-MAT (LM) interval (2*SE < |LM 1 -LM 2 |: 0.0518 < 0.1192), but not for HIS4-LEU2 (HL) (2*SE < |HL 1 -HL 2 |: 0.0336 < 0.0265). (B) Comparison of interference (1-NPD ratio) between the same strains for the same intervals as in (A) measured by tetrad dissection (n = 1000, BR1919-8B diploid; n = 515, BR1919-8Ba x YJM789). Chi-square tests show no difference in interference between the two strains (HIS4-LEU2: χ 2 =0.0014, P > 0.95; LEU2-MAT: χ 2 =0.0305, P > 0.5).
Figure S2. Distribution of Inter-crossover Distances for Wild type and zip4
Comparison of microarray and best-fit gamma distribution for inter-CO distances for wild type with normal interference (A) and zip4 with reduced interference (B) as presented in Figure 4A and 4B, but with a smaller bin size of 5 kb. Microarray data is presented in gray bars; simulation data is plotted as a black line.
Figure S3. Analysis of Interference using the Malkova Method
CO interference is analyzed using the method presented in Malkova et al. (2004) . CO distributions are simulated for 10000 meioses using the hazard functions with gamma values obtained from wild type and zip4 microarray data. Each chromosome is divided into 50 kb intervals (~15 cM) and the number of COs per interval is determined and assigned to be a PD, TT or NPD. Each interval in turn becomes a reference interval and PD:TT:NPD ratios are calculated for each adjacent interval depending on whether a CO event (TT or NPD) or no COs (PD) had occurred. A chi-square test is then performed, in each of the adjacent intervals, to determine whether the difference between the PD:TT:NPD ratio of the two sample pools (with or without a CO in the reference interval) is significant. A high p-value indicates no difference between the two pools and suggests no effects of interference between the reference interval and the particular adjacent interval. A p-value lower than 0.05 indicates significant difference between the PD:TT:NDP ratio of the two sample pools, and suggests that interference extends from the reference interval into the particular adjacent interval. Shown here is a plot of pvalues for a representative interval (7) on Chromosome 2, indicated by a vertical black arrow, and its adjacent intervals along the chromosome for WT (A) and zip4 (B).
Figure S4. Distribution of GC Tract Lengths in Wild Type
Wild-type GC tract lengths from the microarray data plotted as a histogram with 1-kb bin size. (A) Tract length distribution of GCs unassociated with a CO (NCOs) (B) Tract length distribution of GCs associated with crossovers (GC CO ).
Figure S5. Quantification of Southern Blot Analysis of DSB Hotspots
Southern analysis of DSB hotspots near the centromeres in a zip1 dmc1 background (as shown in Figure 6F ) was quantified for wild type and the zip1 mutant. For each hotspot, the average intensity obtained from the 5-hr and 8-hr time points was used. Hotspots YBL002W/3C, YDL004W/5C and YOL001W/2C are quantified for CEN2, CEN4, and CEN5, respectively. Error bars depict standard deviation. The parental origin (S96 or YJM789) of each marker was determined from each of the four spores making up one tetrad. The frequency of markers exhibiting one of the five marker segregation patterns (S96:YJM789: 0:4, 1:3, 2:2, 3:1, 4:0) was determined. As expected, most of the markers show a 2:2 segregation pattern. The frequency of NCOs, exhibiting a 3:1 or 1:3 marker segregation pattern and no associated CO, is also shown. In wild type, a greater proportion of NCOs show a 1:3 pattern of marker segregation, indicating that S96 sequences are converted to YJM789 sequences more often than YJM789 sequences are converted to S96. This proportion is maintained in ndj1 and sgs1. However, less of a bias towards conversion to YJM789 is seen for the rest of the mutants. The median test (Mood, 1950) was used to test the hypothesis H 0 that the median tract lengths of NCOs vs. GC co within a strain are the same. A grand median is determined from all the samples from both populations and tract lengths above and below it is tallied for both NCOs and GC co s and compared using a 2x2 contingency table by chi-square analysis. ndj1 was not tested because of insufficient sample size. Because the distribution of tract lengths is skewed, the median was chosen over the mean as a better measure of the central tendency. The significance level is set to 0.05. For all strains examined, the hypothesis that the GC tract lengths are the same for NCOs and GC co s was rejected. Conversion tract lengths are larger in GCs associated with a CO than in NCOs. A Tukey-type multiple comparison test of the median with equal samples was used to test the hypothesis that median GC CO tract lengths are the same between the mutants to a significance level of 0.05. The same test was applied to the median NCO tract lengths. Since the test requires equal sample sizes, strains with larger sample sizes than the strain with the lowest sample size had their sample size equalized by selecting a random subpopulation of tract lengths from the larger pool. Comparisons were only made with strains with large enough sample sizes. For the median NCO tract lengths, an additional comparison was made specifically for those strains (wild type (WT), zip2 and zip4) with larger samples sizes so that medians could be more accurately determined and compared. If q > q', the hypothesis that the medians are same is rejected. Number of E 0 s (chromosomes (chr) without a CO) found for each of the 16 chromosomes in wild type and all mutants. Chromosomes are arranged in order of increasing size. Total number of E 0 s over all strains were tallied. A trend is seen that smaller chromosomes show a higher incidence of E 0 s. % E 0 is the incidence of E 0 s divided by the total number of chromosomes for all the tetrads in one strain background.
Table S8. Analysis of the Effects of the zip4 Outlier Tetrad
One zip4 tetrad was found to have a much higher number of crossovers (126 COs) than remaining 33 zip4 tetrads. To determine the effects of this outlier, we analyzed the zip4 data set with and without the outlier. Presented here is the comparison of CO count, interference, NCO count, and chromatid interference for zip4 data with and without the outlier tetrad. 
Supplemental Procedures Simulations
We assume that the inter-crossover distance distribution can be described by a gamma distribution, characterized by a shape parameter γ and a scale parameter β, according to the following probability density function.
The corresponding cumulate distribution function is then
letting u = t/β, and dt = β du, we obtain
where the numerator is a partial gamma function evaluated for x/β.
The hazard function is defined as the function giving the probability that, given an event (in this case, a CO) at position 0, a second event will occur at position x. The hazard function is equal to the probability density function divided by 1 minus the cumulative distribution function. Therefore,
Evaluation of hazard function h(x) therefore requires computation of both a complete gamma function as well as a partial gamma function. To use this in the simulation, the current array describing the probability of placing the next CO at any given position is to be multiplied by the hazard function centered at the position of the most recently placed CO. Initially, the array is set so the probability of getting a CO is uniform across the entire genome. The simulation does not take into account CO hotspots. Hotspots were not incorporated due to lack of high resolution data in which the relative strengths of hotspots are known on a genome-wide basis. As COs are added sequentially, the probabilities in the array are modified by the gamma-based interference function as described below.
For a gamma distribution with gamma greater than or equal to one, the hazard function is small (near zero) and then increases smoothly until it approaches one. Multiplication by this function will essentially remove a portion of the probability density function around the recently placed CO, thus decreasing the likelihood that subsequent COs will occur near that position.
The parameters of the gamma distribution can be obtained directly from the raw data (list of inter-crossover distances) using the moment estimators (Evans M et al., 2000) . An improved moment estimator with correction for small sample size (Hwang TY and Huang PH, 2002) was tested and found to yield no difference for the data used here. We therefore used the standard moment estimators:
